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Long Proven on Power 
and Industrial Sites

The InDTU Series industrial cellular modem 

builds up TCP/IP based wireless transmission 

channels over 2G/3G/4G or eMTC/NB-IoT 

networks to carry out data communication 

between serial devices at remote stations 

and central control systems, enabling remote 

control of industrial filed devices. 

The product adopts an industrial-grade chip 

of low power consumption and can 

withstand wide ranges of voltage inputs and 

operating temperatures at industrial sites. 

With a high reliability communication 

module, the robust PPP, TCP/IP and applica-

tion layer protocol suite, and optimized 

network specs especially narrow band link 

specs, the InDTU series delivers outstanding 

performance on wireless communication. 

Being compact in size, it is also easy to 

manage with.

With technical specs reaching both industrial 

and distribution automation standards, the 

InDTU series has been a key component in 

remote automation across industries, perfor-

mance long proven at power and industrial 

sites.
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Features and Advantages

Ruggedized to Withstand

+ Industrial-grade chip, IP30 housing

+ Wide range operating temperatures: -40℃~+70℃ 

    Wide range voltage inputs: +5~35VDC

+ Ultra low power consumption, adaptable to various power 

    supply modes: standby power-0.15W; operating power-0.54W

Easy and Flexible to Manage

+ SMS configuration

+ Batch configuration with InHand Device Manager

+ Local login via serial port with configuration software

Rich Functions to Enable Intelligent Solutions

+ Supports Modbus RTU/Modbus TCP conversion,

    transparent TCP/UDP protocol and TCP server

+ Supports transmission optimization (DC protocol)

+ Supports multiple (1~5) centers

High Communication Reliability

+ Built-in watchdog, self-recover from faults

+ Mutual redundant links of SMS and IP network to ensure 

    continuous transmission

+ PPP layer heartbeat detection to maintain network 

    connection

+ TCP layer heartbeat detection to maintain connection to

     the application server

Programmable Models for Customer Applications

+ ARM Cortex-M3 72MHz CPU, support multi-tasking and         

    multi-processing

+ 64KB RAM, 512KB embedded Flash and 1MB external

    flash

Networking Scheme

2G/3G/4G
/eMTC/NB-IoT

2G/3G/4G/eMTC/NB-IoT 2G/3G/4G/eMTC/NB-IoT 2G/3G/4G/eMTC/NB-IoT


